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Packages Detail 
Residential 

 

Premium 
In Premium package we take the time, skills and right equipment to deliver high quality, high 

definition professional photos in every single image, it requires more time than Standard and Basic  

packages, they might take between 2 and 3 hours in the property and even more in some cases, we 

spend great amount of time looking for the right composition (angles) to capture every building 

structure and architecture, putting special emphasis on the property element(s) you choose, setup 

camera exposure and several lights to enhance rooms lit and compensate with exterior lights to deliver 

clear view through windows and sliding doors. 

We count on the day light for the photo shoots, so we coordinate with agents and home owners to 

schedule a photo shoots at the best time of the day for that home to capture and deliver stunning 

images. 

This package includes 25 eye level Photos and up to 4 elevated photos (2 fronts and 2 backs of 
properties if applicable), we will include any extra photos taken at different heights. Also, this package 
will include some of the additional retouch such as Remove reflections on frames and doors glass, 
insert an image in a Blank TV screen, insert lights in a lamp, removal of camera in mirrors, Insert flames 
in a fireplace and candles. 

We will take multiple angles of front and back exteriors and all major rooms such as living room, dining 

room, family room, kitchen, master bed, master bath, guest bedrooms, and other special features if 

applicable. 

In Premium package, we strive to avoid sun glare on windows, flash reflections on shower glass and 

frames, camera in mirrors and in most cases taking several photos from one spot to blend them in 

Post-processing to deliver magazine style images. 

Premium package requires more time also in post-processing, they might take between 6 and 8 hours 

and even more in some cases, they include compensation of lights to lead viewer’s eye to the best 

element of the room or features, align structures perfectly verticals and horizontals, remove color 

cast, mirrors or glass reflections, lens distortion and adjust white balances among others. 

Premium package is delivered within 5 business days. 
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Standard 
Standard package offers good quality, high definition professional photos, it requires less time than 

Premium package, they might take between 1 and 2 hours in the property, we spend good amount of 

time looking for the right composition (angles) to capture every building structure and architecture, 

we also put special emphasis on the property element(s) you choose, and setup camera exposure and 

several flash lights to enhance rooms lit.  

This package includes 23 eye level and 2 elevated photos (1 front and 1 back of properties if 
applicable), we will include any extra photos taken at different heights, note: if property is not suitable 
for elevated photos, then we will add 2 more photos to complete 25+. 

We will take multiple angles of front and back exteriors and all major rooms such as living room, dining 

room, family room, kitchen, master bed, master bath, guest bedrooms, and other special features if 

applicable. 

Standard package also requires more time in post-processing than Basic package, they might take 

between 4 and 6 hours and even more in some cases, they include compensation of lights to lead 

viewer’s eye to the best element of the room or features, align structures perfectly verticals and 

horizontals, remove color cast, mirrors or glass reflections, lens distortion and adjust white balances. 

Standard package is delivered within 3 business days. 
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